
BE AWARE !    X !  Cabinets that Fail ! 
Reasons why these cabinets do not comply with AS/NZS1940 

AS1940-2017 Standards states that “ All materials must withstand 850 Deg C “ 

Al. Pop Rivets will melt at 660 Deg C and start to fail at 350 Deg C, allowing the thin top sheet of 
the cabinet to buckle and lift open, exposing the product to heat and possible explosion. 


Rust can form between the over-lap of the top and side walls which will cause the cabinet walls to 
fail.  Pop rivets are usually used when the parent metal is too thin to seam weld. Always check the 
weight of the cabinet against the weight of our cabinets which completely comply in every aspect. 






Exterior Door Hinges.  X !   Fail ! 

Spring loaded door hinges do not comply with AS1940 as the plastic bushes 
inside will simply melt in the event of fire and the spring tensioners will anneal, 
normalising the metal to were there is no tension to keep the door closed at all


Exterior door hinges are just screwed on top of the door and the door post 
and allow the manually closing doors to shut in any sequence . If the Left 
Hand door shuts over the top of the Right Hand door, there will be a huge 
40mm gap top and bottom of the LH door. Therefore the door catches will not 
hold any door shut, allowing sparks, heat, flame or explosion into or out of the 
cabinet. 

Try explaining this to your insurance company !





Die Cast Alloy Door Handles  X !  Fail ! 

Die Cast is an alloy where a mould is made and molten 
aluminium alloy is poured into it.  Die cast alloy is softer 
than Aluminium and will completely melt at 483 Deg C. 

Which does not comply with AS1940 !

Compliance Officers will not certify a cabinet which 
does not comply ! 


